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Teaching on the Edge of 
Understanding and at the 

Speed of Learning





Speeding doesn’t get us to where we want to go faster



Adapt:  
To become better suited to survive ones environment.



Cause 
Speeding

Effect 
Can’t adapt in our  

environment



Intentional  
& 

Purposeful



Procedural 
Fluency

Application

Conceptual 
Understanding

http://www.corestandards.org/other-resources/key-shifts-in-mathematics/



Procedural 
Fluency

Application

Conceptual 
Understanding

2010-Today



Procedural 
Fluency

Before 2010



Procedural Fluency
Laddy Regedanz (6/23/08)



Procedural 
Fluency

Application

Conceptual 
Understanding

http://www.corestandards.org/other-resources/key-shifts-in-mathematics/

Today - Moving Forward





Test for Gradebook

Test for Gradebook

Test for Gradebook



Test for Gradebook

Test for Gradebook

Test for Gradebook

Problem-Solving 

Problem-Solving 

Problem-Solving 



MathMaker.com
The place where lonely math teachers go to find a task.







How many Skittles 
are in the jar?



Estimate = Educated Guess



Estimate = Educated Guess

A strategic choice 
of a number



SKITTLES PEOPLE

0-200

201-400

401-600

601-800

800<



?



58 Packages of Skittles



14 Skittles per pack





The answer is NOT 812







How we teach the task 

Why teach the task 

When we teach the task



2Approaches to math instruction



Learn math to solve problems  

OR 

Solve problems to learn math



Teacher Students

Who is in control of the learning?

60 Minute Lesson



Teacher Students

Who is in control of the learning?

60 Minute Lesson



Teacher Students

Who is in control of the learning?

20 Minute Observation



Teacher Students

Who is in control of the learning?

20 Minute Observation



Formative 

Summative 

Diagnostic

WHAT? WHY?



Problem-Solving 

Summative 



Problem-Solving 

Formative & Diagnostic











Add picture of student work



Add rope jumper video



Don’t force C-R-A 
Don’t force C-P-A 

Don’t force C-SA-A 

Manipulatives don’t always mean concrete thinking!
My inner Tracy Zager & Rachel Lambert



How can we extend this lesson?



7 seconds = 212 jumps

Make the Numbers Bigger

How many times will she jump in 1 hour?

The Ways We Differentiate



7 seconds = 212 jumps

Make the Numbers Bigger

How many times will she jump in 1 hour?

The Ways We Differentiate



How many seconds = 212 jumps

Extend Student Thinking 
By “Undoing the Math”

The Ways We Could Differentiate



How can we differentiate this lesson?



“We want to be as least helpful as we can possibly 
be to the point where kids don’t die.”

Robert Kaplinsky



“We can always add to a lesson but we can never 
take away from a lesson”

Dan Meyer

http://blog.mrmeyer.com/2014/you-can-always-add-you-cant-subtract/



Differentiation shouldn’t rob students 
from the mathematical experience







Opening Work Session

Closing

What a typical math instruction block looks like



Opening

Work Session Closing





1. Anticipating student responses to challenging mathematical tasks;


2. Monitoring students’ work on and engagement with the tasks;


3. Selecting particular students to present their mathematical work;


4. Sequencing the student responses that will be displayed in a 

specific order and;


5. Connecting different students’ responses and connecting the 

responses to key mathematical ideas.  

The               Practices5

MTMS: Vol. 14, No. 9, May 2009-5 Practices for Orchestrating Productive Mathematics Discussions



Anticipate Student Solutions 

5 seconds = 27 jumps



Rope Jumper (copy link)

https://goo.gl/eWVGZW















1. Anticipating student responses to challenging mathematical tasks;


2. Monitoring students’ work on and engagement with the tasks;


3. Selecting particular students to present their mathematical work;


4. Sequencing the student responses that will be displayed in a 

specific order and;


5. Connecting different students’ responses and connecting the 

responses to key mathematical ideas.  

The               Practices5

MTMS: Vol. 14, No. 9, May 2009-5 Practices for Orchestrating Productive Mathematics Discussions



Drag the student work you want to share into the blue box below. 

What is the mathematical story?



Procedural 
Fluency

Application

Conceptual 
Understanding

http://www.corestandards.org/other-resources/key-shifts-in-mathematics/





Procedural 
Fluency























Using the digits 1-9, fill in the boxes so that the sum of the 
two products is as close to 162 as possible.

X

X
***each digit can only be used once***



I’m keeping zero and using the same 
digit multiple times in my back pocket.



Kindergarten?















Every teachable moment, 
doesn’t need to be a teachable moment, 
in that moment.





“Believe it or not the words size, assize, 
and assess all run back to a word root 
meaning “sit. In earlier Latin assess  didn't 
mean taxes, it meant “to sit beside” as 
would an assistant to the judge.”









2Teachers



Which teacher are you?



Don’t be a hare!



gfletchy@gmail.com

@gfletchy

www.gfletchy.com

mailto:gfletchy@gmail.com

